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 SELECT. ADJUST FOR A BETTER VIEWING ANGLE. Its a fun and easy way to have a new angle on your kids, friends, or
family photos. It is also a great way to show off your iPhone, Blackberry, iPod, Tablet or Android phone. Your iPhone can now

be mounted just like a mirror on top of a desk or a table. Put down that manual camera mount and upgrade to the ZTUMI
SELFIE. The ZTUMI SELFIE allows you to mount your mobile phone just like a mirror on top of a desk or a table. Its a fun

and easy way to have a new angle on your kids, friends, or family photos. The TZUMI Selfie Kit allows your iPhone to be held
in a horizontal position to capture vertically oriented photos. It is a product that allows a user to use their iPhone to capture

images in a vertical orientation, typically to document a family event or capturing an overhead view of a person’s profile. The
ZTUMI Selfie Kit allows you to mount your mobile phone just like a mirror on top of a desk or a table. Its a fun and easy way
to have a new angle on your kids, friends, or family photos. It can also be used to replace a mirror for decorating your home.

The TZUMI Selfie Kit allows you to mount your mobile phone just like a mirror on top of a desk or a table. Its a fun and easy
way to have a new angle on your kids, friends, or family photos. The TZUMI Selfie Kit allows you to mount your mobile phone
just like a mirror on top of a desk or a table. Its a fun and easy way to have a new angle on your kids, friends, or family photos.

The TZUMI Selfie Kit allows you to mount your mobile phone just like a mirror on top of a desk or a table. Its 82157476af
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